INTRODUCTION
The relationship between business, labour and human rights is a complex one. Within this relationship, freedom of association can be seen as pivotal. Freedom of association can entail the capacity for an employer and an employee to enter into a contractual arrangement regarding the supply of labour. It is also the source of the entitlement for employers to form an 'association' to bargain over the terms of hire within their sector, while for workers it can be a source of bargaining power when they join and bargain within a trade union. In this way, not only the liberty of participants in contracts and associations is exercised, but there may be material advantage which flows from collective organisation. Further, the entitlement to freely associate in the private sphere can be extended to public debate, including the creation and support for political parties and public institutions. As such, the formal entitlement to associate with others can be viewed as a civil liberty, a political entitlement and a socio-economic right.
However, so far, my tale tends to suggest a formal equality between business and labour, insofar as this pertains to the entitlement to associate. This is patently not the case. For a very long time, it has been widely accepted by courts and commentators alike, that an individual employee (or worker) is at a bargaining disadvantage when faced with an employer.
1 This stems from the employer's superior wealth and resources when compared to the worker's need to devote labour in order to earn enough income to support their basic needs (and potentially those of their dependents). The liberty that is freedom of association, then, inevitably serves workers more than it serves those for whom they work. It enables employees to share information regarding the 'going rate' for work and other terms and conditions. It allows bargaining to be conducted collectively behind a representative who will not expose the individual vulnerabilities of those represented. It will not be possible for the employer to refuse to employ (or dismiss on spurious grounds) those who seek higher wages. (A state of affairs which would otherwise lead to a beggar thy neighbour approach.) Instead all are committed and the likelihood of an employer hiring none (or dismissing all) is less likely given the inconvenience this might cause to the business as a going concern. Further, there is the scope for collective action in support of collective bargaining, which could take the form of withdrawal of labour, a strike. The employer, likewise, can withdraw employment, but while it makes little difference to the employer whether this is done in conjunction with an employers' association -the employer exercises real economic strength in any case -the withdrawal of labour by an individual worker is meaningless unless exercised in conjunction with a group of peers.
In this sense, 'freedom of association' has a particular potency. When linked to trade unions or other workers' organisations, collective bargaining and a right to strike, this apparent bare liberty has potentially disruptive effects regarding distribution of wealth and challenges to social hierarchies. It is arguably telling that E.P. Thompson's classic work on The Making of the English Working Class begins with a chapter titled 'members unlimited' and an account of organization by the London Corresponding Society.
2 Freedom of association can be understand as 'voice', 3 but voice with an 'edge', offering opportunities to transform social and economic relations in profound ways, as I shall argue we once saw in the developed countries of the North, such as England. 4 Moreover, this was a freedom which, given the profound influence of these states in the international community, came to be acknowledged by such institutions as the United Nations (UN), the specialized UN agency of the 1 4 There are self-evident divisions in wealth between States in the current international community. In the past, States were divided into those that were 'developed' and those that were 'developing'. Another way in which to establish a neat divide was with the 'Brandt line', which partitioned the global North and the global South. See Willy Brandt, 'North-South: a programme for survival: report of the Independent Commission on International Development Issues' (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1980) and Willy Brandt, 'Common crisis NorthSouth: cooperation for world recovery' (1983) available at <http://agris.fao.org/agrissearch/search.do?recordID=XF2015040077> accessed 1 September 2017. In reality, there is a continuum of wealth and development that does not fit easily to a geographical divide, but on the basis that the terms 'North' and 'South' are widely used and less offensive than the connotations around 'development', I have employed these terms here. That said, it should be noted also that there are various 'emergent' economies, of which the 'BRICS' (Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa) are the most prominent. See <http://brics.itamaraty.gov.br/> accessed 1 September 2017.
International Labour Organisation (ILO) and regional human rights institutions. However, I shall suggest that an awareness of the radical aspects of freedom of association meant that its protection was never fully realised on the global stage. The failure to enable workers to act collectively in a postcolonial labour market, which operates across national boundaries through global supply chains and forms of migration, has culminated in a lack of commitment to this once well-established human right and the international legal regime which was meant to give it effect. Instead, it would seem that we are returning to forms of nationalism amongst the 'working class' in the developed world. This is a shift which may have palpable consequences, ironically, for business itself. This paper draws on Samuel Moyn's conception of human rights in history as The Last Utopia, seeking to utilise his distinction between the nationally oriented rights of the citizen with the creation of a utopian vision of universal international human rights. He has said that: 'there is a clear and fundamental difference between earlier rights, all predicated on belonging to a political community and eventual "human rights".
5 Certainly, it is immediately apparent that there are some important distinctions to be drawn, not least the legal texts and institutions which service access to national as opposed to international rights. Also, the ideological purposes they have served have been distinct. However, as you will see, this distinction turned out not to be as neat and tidy as Moyn's words suggest. That simple oppositional idea unravelled, perhaps for a variety of reasons. What happened domestically in England with the extension of rights of citizenship, like freedom of association and its concomitant freedoms to organise, bargain and strike, has to be placed in a broader constitutional context of colonialism. Also, there seems to have been some copying of constitutional norms across Europe, which were to some extent manifested in English labour laws. Indeed, a Human Rights Act (of 1998) subsequently incorporated into British law significant aspects of the European Convention on Human Rights 1950, so that English constitutional rights are now entangled with European (regional) human rights law, at least for the time being. A distinction also became hard to sustain when observing how a narrow formalistic interpretation of freedom of association within international human rights institutions came to shape domestic labour laws, affecting access to collective bargaining (and thereby a share in an employer's wealth through wage claims) and the ability to strike (an industrial weapon which could add persuasion to those claims).
Indeed, it would seem that the turn to 'nationalism' as reflected in the policies of Donald Trump in the US and Theresa May at the time of writing (in 2017) cannot be so neatly severed from past domestic and international systems. These, I suggest, have interacted in ways that have stripped workers of their scope to resist and moderate changes prompted by global capitalism. In so doing, the constitutional and broader human rights guarantees that were supposed to combine to restrain the worst manifestations of nationalism have generated popular support for the pursuit of such policies. Ironically, this is not ideal for the expansionary desires of business or the need of employers to harness the talents of labour regardless of nationality.
This leaves me with the reflection that it is highly probable that, despite the fiction of their separation (for example, in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries), domestic labour markets never have operated in a way that is immune from geo-political dynamics and global social and economic relations. In this way, national and international law intersect to preserve but also potentially (ultimately) undermine 'the logic of capitalism'.
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FREEDOM OF ASSOCIATION AS A RIGHT OF CITIZENS
My interest here lies in investigating the origins of the entitlement to 'freedom of association' as a right of citizens within domestic constitutional frames. My focus is on this evolution in England, although for reasons that become obvious I shall also touch on Britain's colonial past and its relations with Western Europe. This narrative is necessarily complex, given that freedom of association operates as a civil liberty to join associations for whatever purpose and act collectively, as a political right to voice, as well as a socio-economic claim to more radical redistribution of the fruits of workers' labour. Yet, it is possible, nevertheless, to detect the gradual extension of the entitlement to freely associate whether via domestic labour and other laws (in England) or through explicit constitutional norms (in some other Western European States). Incrementally, freedom of association was a right extended from the political nobility to the mercantile guilds, and then on to servants, women and even migrants. Its inclusivity of those who had been marginalised and disempowered then had significant and perhaps even unanticipated political and economic effects, arguably reflected in contemporary liberal democratic forms of capitalism and government in England, and arguably more generally in the global North.
The standard account offered by T.H. Marshall of Citizenship and Social Class claims that 'citizenship' had emerged through three stages: the emergence of 'civil liberties', followed by 'political' and then 'social' rights.
7 This is an explanation which fits more neatly perhaps with English history than that in other jurisdictions, particularly in the South, where socio-economic concerns may prevail, given the scale of poverty. But it offers a starting point for our present purposes, even if it is one that must be probed and challenged shortly.
Freedom of association, according to Marshall, can be identified as a right necessary for individual freedom, which emerged from resistance to feudal command. 8 On this view, freedom of association is a civil liberty, offering the choice whether to join an organisation, be that charitable, religious, political or scientific. It was only gradually that this freedom was extended to the sphere of labour and industry. 9 That extension arguably began with the emergence of freedom of contract and the organisation of mercantile professions in 'guilds'. These were more associations of employers than of workers. 10 Collective price-setting for the supply of services was considered appropriate for the skilled business man, but not for the servant, labourer or indeed woman. Indeed, master and servant (and wage-setting) legislation was used as a tool for their control, so as to repress associative or rebellious behaviour from workers, such as collective action for higher pay. 11 Their entitlements would only come later in the 18 th century (as guilds declined) 12 and be recognised more fully in the 19 th and 20 th centuries through legislative means. Marshall's view was that it was the shift 'from servile to free labour', capable of making such choices, which was foundational to the creation of citizenship.
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Further, the 'guild' model clearly had some influence on socialist aspirations in the 1920s. In G.D.H Cole's account of Guild Socialism Restated, 14 the concern is with the situation with which the industrialized communities of Europe, America and Australasia are at present confronted', according to which 'Society is to be regarded as a complex of associations held together by the wills of their members, whose well-being is its purpose'.
15 Serving as a reminder that various socialist analyses dominated political mobilisation in the 1920s, his text is interesting because of what it goes on to say about the connection between bare civil liberties preoccupied by freedom and access to political participation. This, indeed, is the second aspect of Marshall's typology of rights.
Marshall identified the development of 'political' rights in the nineteenth century and 'social' rights in the twentieth century. 'Political' rights consisted of the 'right to participate in the exercise of political power', 16 reflected by the achievement by working people of universal suffrage. Such political activity could not be possible, of course, without the civil liberty to associate, put to the dangerous purpose of challenging the social and economic status quo.
Marshall saw that this gradual successful assertion of an entitlement to full political participation in industrial and national government had led in turn to social rights being introduced, which could cover 'the whole range from the right to a modicum of economic welfare and security to the right to share to the full in the social heritage and to live the life of a civilised being according to the standards prevailing in society'.
17
Marshall acknowledged that trade unionism might create 'a secondary system of industrial citizenship parallel with and supplementary to the system of political citizenship'.
18 He also noted that workers' 15 Ibid., at 12. 16 Marshall n.7 above at 10-11. 17 Ibid., at 10-11. 18 Ibid., 40.
collective activity could only function in this way insofar as it might be permitted by the state. 19 Indeed, on that issue, Marshall observed that 'the basic conflict between social rights and market value' had not been resolved, although he clearly prioritised the former.
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Beatrice and Sidney Webb writing from the newly founded London School of Economics had asserted a role for trade unions in this process of industrial democracy. 21 Those rebelling against a Fabian stance, such as Cole, also observed the potential for various forms of worker cooperatives and political organisations which reflected the objectives of labour. 22 So Cole tells us in 1920 that:
The workers… as the dispossessed class both economically and politically, have to employ their industrial organization as almost the sole means at their disposal for making their will felt… As they acquire a greater sense of their industrial strength, they seek to turn it to more ambitious uses, and attempt to employ it as an instrument of communal government.
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Between Cole's time and that in which Marshall was writing, we saw the acquisition by women of a right to vote and, with the removal of a property bar, near universal suffrage, which enabled the statutory outcomes which Marshall knew to be essential for the realisation of social rights like freedom of association.
Women's entitlements to industrial citizenship and full utilisation of freedom of association were only incrementally established. The statutes of the 19 th century would seem to give them protection, but when this was actually claimed by women to challenge unequal pay rates in the Ford Dagenham plant dispute, there was widespread shock that women could make the cultural challenge to men's assumed superiority in the workplace. The resultant Equal Pay Act 1970 was seen as so controversial, that a lead-in time of 5 years was given before the statute gained legal effect. You can see that piece of legislation as the manifestation of women's political rights as citizens, but also as a reminder that cultural norms can stand in the way of realization of equal exercise of formal entitlements and that it took greater industrial participation before this became a reality.
24 When 'Asian' women took action at Grunwick from 1976 to 1978, there was a double shock in that the leading participants were not only women but recent immigrants who were daring to make such claims and in reliance on solidarity with the rest of the trade union movement. 25 were becoming more inclusive and democratic institutions, and can now be seen as acting for a broader based membership.
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There are however still substantial and well-documented income gaps for women 27 and those of ethnic minorities in England, 28 so that the claim that there is full inclusion in civil, political and socioeconomic citizenship is not entirely accurate. Further, the UK Supreme Court has recent decided that discrimination on grounds of a vulnerable immigration status can be differentiated from discrimination on grounds of race.
29 Indeed, a difficulty with Marshall's account is that it does not fully acknowledge the resistance of UK courts to the social concerns of the legislature. The judiciary has tended to be more sensitive to the prioritisation of property rights in the English constitutional framework. 30 This oppositional behaviour has only to a very limited extent been mediated by British ratification of international instruments, such as the European Convention on Human Rights and its incorporation in domestic legislation through a Human Rights Act 1998, as we shall see below.
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Of course, the categories of civil, political and social rights were also not as distinct as Marshall suggests.
32 Social rights provided for in English legislation to join a trade union, bargain collectively and strike may be realised by statutory means because they are regarded as implicit in the longstanding civil liberty, freedom of association. 33 This interconnected understanding of these rights, through the prism of a constitutional perspective has had continuing influence in the field of labour law. For example, Ruth Dukes' exciting book, The Labour Constitution, asserts that understanding labour rights in constitutional terms remains a fruitful enterprise, giving a normative perspective on 'representation and voice'. wages rate and indicators of social welfare grew. Inclusive trade union protections can be viewed as contributing to that process, but as statutory protections of trade unionism were incrementally removed, inequalities have again become more stark. 35 
FREEDOM OF ASSOCIATION AS A UNIVERSAL HUMAN RIGHT
In international law terms, the distinction between the national and the international is straightforward. We can define the national according to the sovereignty of states. The national then refers to '(a) a country with a permanent population; (b) a defined territory; (c) government; and (d) capacity to enter into relations with the other states'. 36 The international is what is created by these sovereign states in terms of laws, norms and standards which bind their conduct and their relations with each other. 37 In this section, in the context of understanding freedom of association as a universal human right under international law, we will see how this neat distinction breaks down, such that we need to think about transnational dynamics of voice in contemporary global labour markets.
By 1971, Niklas Luhmann was positing the existence of a 'world society' splintered into social, economic, scientific and technological dimensions which lay outside the control of the sovereign state recognised under international law. 38 Gunther Teubner has since offered the idea of an even more starkly fragmented polycentric globalized world, such that 'a variety of competing global regulation regimes have been established, each with their own legal decisional instances' to which he sees no ready solution. 39 This brand of autopoiesis, however, can be linked to a focus on communication between these legal spheres, rather than the power relations within and between them; yet, it emerges here that the latter is equally important. It matters which actors are engaged, how they are engaged and what the outcomes may be.
This part examines how the relationships between private actors (business and labour), which were transnational in nature, began to shape the creation of international human rights norms. It goes on to analyse the constraints on international human rights protections that emerged, including their effects on domestic protection of freedom of association. In this sense, the constitutional peculiarities of the UK regarding its connection to Europe have particular pertinence, for they illustrate how universal human rights norms can be destructive of the rights of citizens as well as constructive. 35 
Transnational relationships between actors
The emergence of freedom of association as a right of 'citizens' in England and the enhanced liberty it offered arguably had flow on effects, constructing political, economic and social norms that served the interests of an ever-increasing pool of 'citizens'. The legitimisation of these claims through the medium of national law is the focus of many impressive historical accounts, perhaps the prime example being The Making of the English Working Class. 40 While there is obviously value in the close analysis of the network of social, economic and political relations that forge our domestic labour markets and their consequences, the expansion in the compass of social solidarity in a country like England, in the North, can be linked to simultaneous forms of empire, colonialism and trade controls operating in the South. The wealth generated by capital from the South arguably enabled a more generous settlement to be made for workers in the North. As has been recently and eloquently put: 'Conceptualising society as coinciding with the state and the national territory, in fact, obfuscates the constitutive role of colonialism and imperialism, and leads to a naturalisation of the international inequalities resulting from capitalist development.' 41 This is a nascent and emerging preoccupation of historians who accept that analysis cannot be limited by national geographies, even (or especially) in the 18 th and 19 th centuries as the work of sailors, settlers and indigenous labour become relevant, 42 and are indeed the subtext to many novels of the period. 43 Recent scholarship also points to Marxist concern, not only with forms of advanced capitalism in the North, but forms of labour (and other) exploitation in the South. 44 And yet, for some considerable period of time, treatment of workers (and indentured labour and slaves) in the South did not apparently lie within the purview of claims to socio-economic rights as constitutional rights. Rather, even after the abolition of slavery, the legal devices for indentured labour, such as the master and servant legislation designed in England were exported to other states as mechanisms for control and degradation of the labour of local populations. 45 In this way, the colonised populations were deprived of their associative entitlements, not only in the labour context, but also in broader political terms. 46 Ibid., at 58: 'in many of Britain's wide imperial possessions, the populations most subject to the law of master and servant were denied the vote throughout the whole period we have described'. of the aspiration of freedom of association which would later become a fundamental entitlement set out in a new South African Constitution, 55 although not wholly realised in practice. 56 Arguably, a global view of economic, social and political systems as interconnected motivated the push for the adoption and protection of international labour standards. There was a perception that there were significant commonalities in the experience and condition of workers post-industrialisation, regardless of the country in which the worker was situated; hence the final rallying cry of the Communist Manifesto. It seems to have been the force of this sentiment which sparked the foundation of the International Working Men's Association (the 'First International') in 1864, that was in turn succeeded by the Second International demanding the eight-hour working day, and which led ultimately to a trade union drive to seek international protection of workers' rights.
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Just as the First and Second International sought to reduce the potential for a negative spiral of competition which led manufacturers to progressively lower labour standards, so there is acknowledgement in the Preamble of the first International Labour Organisation (ILO) Constitution in Part XIII of the Versailles Treaty that 'the failure of any nation to adopt humane conditions of labour is an obstacle in the way of other nations which desire to improve the conditions of their own countries'. Further, in Section II, there was resistance to trade in labour, admitting only of trade in goods (the input of workers into which should be protected through basic workers' rights): 'labour should not be regarded merely as a commodity or article of commerce'. It is here that the idea of labour rights as universal human rights may be said to originate.
Today a globally linked capitalist economy (consisting of state, regional and international regulatory structures driven by the interests of private actors) demands ever-growing profits, leading to attempts to cut the costs of labour, often through transnational multiple sites of production, service delivery and distribution. 58 There is an attempt by larger multinational enterprises (MNEs) to devolve responsibility for the costs of labour through multiple forms of subcontracting across borders, including agency relationships and temporary movement or posting of workers. 59 In so doing, they subvert the application of domestic labour standards or even established labour rights deemed rights of citizens that might apply at a national level. Technical ways are found of demarcating labour so that 55 See Chapter 2, which sets out a 'Bill of Rights'. In the Chapter, s. 18 states that: 'Everyone has the legal right to freedom of association' and s. 23 which sets out more concrete entitlements to organise, bargain collectively and take industrial action. 56 Even when granted such entitlements under more universal human rights systems to which domestic judges defer, it is difficult for the worker concerned to identify an employer to hold responsible, to ascertain the appropriate jurisdiction in which to bring a claim and to find the means (representational, linguistic and material) to do so. 61 Highly complex contractual forms have been utilised, alongside ways of devolving and 'fissuring companies' so as to maximise profits, 62 while crossborder elements are enabled by new forms of technology that bridge boundaries not only between economic actors, but states themselves. This is the 'continuous innovation' of capitalism aimed at promoting ever greater profits, which simultaneously creates 'continuous uncertainty in social relations'. 63 If this is what transnational labour markets look like, there is an even greater case for voice at national and international levels. However, as we shall see, in this respect, that there is less mileage in international protection of freedom of association than one might expect in light of these developments.
The constraints on international human rights protections
The grander endeavour to promote international human rights, through United Nations (UN) institutions, as well as regional human rights instruments, has also had implications for our understanding of the scope of freedom of association. The claim to universality of entitlement for every human being, going beyond a claim only for a citizen of a particular State, has the potential to promote wider access of workers of all kinds and nationalities to effective voice, whether through trade unions or other forms of protest, in emerging transnational labour markets. 64 Of course, as we know the right to a human right, without recourse to a political community within which it can be exercised, may be reduced to its barest minimum. As Hannah Arendt has commented in the Origins of Totalitarianism, 'No paradox of contemporary politics is filled with a more poignant irony than the discrepancy between the efforts of well-meaning idealists who stubbornly insist on regarding as "inalienable" those human rights, which are enjoyed only by citizens of the most prosperous and civilized countries, and the situation of the rightless themselves.' 65 The mere written statement of human rights is also not sufficient for their realisation, rather it is the ability of people individually and collectively to actively engage in political disputes which makes them meaningful; in this respect Jacques Rancière's notion of 'dissensus' is helpful. 66 So, either the international community needed to provide a genuine sphere for voice and influence; or international human rights law needed to support and enhance entitlements at national levels. Certainly, the promise of universal entitlement is powerful and indicative of scope for genuine political and economic challenge by collective worker voice to the status quo. However, this promise was not realised.
The ILO, a longstanding tripartite institution created in 1919, was given status as a UN agency in 1944. Certainly, the ILO was dependent for its very legitimacy on the idea of 'freedom of association' to be protected within states, which gave worker and employer representatives their representative credibility in a tripartite system of international governance. 67 Further, scope was given to transnational voice for representative trade unions within a 'workers' group' which could cooperate, despite apparently disparate national interests; while an employers' group consisting of representatives of employers' associations were given the same entitlements. Labour rights were stated internationally (beyond slavery) in the first ILO Constitution and restated as human rights in a supplementary constitutional instrument, the Declaration of Philadelphia in 1944. Again, in the latter instrument, it was stressed again that 'labour is not a commodity' and the significance of freedom of association was emphasised. 68 As Frederick Cooper has observed, the Philadelphia text seems to reflect the 'the welfare state and industrial relations regime toward which Europe was moving', 69 arguably akin to Marshall's expectations of 'citizenship and social class'.
The ILO acknowledges the relevance not only of state actors, but representatives of other interests in making the international workable, in terms of designing the rights promulgated and also bringing them home to be implemented. 'While the primary activity of the ILO was the drafting and approval of international treaties, these agreements were designed to create norms that would be promulgated and enforced at the national level.' 70 It has correctly been observed that: 'ILO norms are essentially soft ones that are dealt with through a complaint process that produces communications directed to member governments requesting them to take corrective action and to keep the ILO informed of its response. As with other soft law mechanisms, the more important question is whether they influence government action or the development of labor's domestic constitution.'
In 1944, it was envisaged that ILO standards would assist in setting the terms of fair trade. The Havana Charter for an International Trade Organisation (ITO) recognised (in Article 7) that 'unfair labour conditions, particularly in production for export, create difficulties in international trade'. Members would 'take whatever action may be appropriate and feasible to eliminate such conditions in its territories' and those who were members of the ILO would 'cooperate with that organization' so as to give effect to that undertaking. Disputes arising relating to labour standards would also be referred to the ILO. 72 However, the provisional application of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), due to the refusal of the US Congress to endorse Truman's proposals, meant that labour rights were never fully integrated into the international trade regime. The General Exceptions clause in Article XX only makes explicit reference to 'prison labour' as a labour standard which would give grounds for a member's breach of other key provisions in the GATT, although labour standards could arguably come within the compass of other 'pubic morals' and 'human health'. This is problematic since it is possible to achieve an unfair comparative advantage in trade in goods by hiring very cheap labour so as to lower manufacturing costs, but also to cut costs when engaging in trade in services by using supply chain and migrant labour in ways that evade standard forms of labour regulation. 73 The result can be that collectively agreed rates of pay are systematically undercut and the options to apply for local jobs are removed.
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By the time the World Trade Organisation (WTO) was created in 1994, no reference was made to workers' rights as constitutive of the justice of world trade. Instead, the WTO became more adept at pursuing economic objectives, such as the removal of non-tariff barriers and effective enforcement of appended agreements through a dispute settlement mechanism. 75 Despite acknowledgement of certain 'core labour standards', including freedom of association and effective recognition of the right to collective bargaining' in the Singapore Ministerial Declaration of 1996, the WTO has resisted any further measures which would give effect to such rights. As Eric Tucker has concluded: 'When viewed as part of a larger international project to constitutionalize a neoliberal social structure of accumulation, it is fair to conclude that its indirect effects weigh in the direction of strengthening the hand of capital…' While they were not integrated in the 'hard law' world trade system, key ILO Conventions (Nos 87 and 98) protecting freedom of association, collective bargaining and the right to organise were incorporated into the international human rights architecture. Article 22 of the 1966 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) stated that: 'Everyone shall have the right to freedom of association with others, including the right to form and join trade unions for the protection of his interests.' Article 8 of its twin instrument, the 1966 International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), contained more far-reaching provisions relating to trade unions, rather than freedom of association per se, including qualified recognition of the right to strike. In both UN human rights instruments, these provisions are subject to the proviso that: 'Nothing in this article shall authorize States Parties to the International Labour Organisation Convention of 1948 concerning Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to Organize to take legislative measures which would prejudice, or to apply the law in such a manner as to prejudice, the guarantees provided for in that Convention.'
The benefits of a human rights approach for labour standards have been disputed. As Vidya Kumar has observed 'employers are also human beings and will, therefore, possess universal human rights attaching to their dignity'. 77 The issues of power, obvious at the national level have the potential, to be lost in more formal entitlements distant from their subjects. A difficulty with the minimalist discourse of human rights is that it barely acknowledges the structural power inequalities between labour and capital and 'depoliticizes… by externalizing the impact and relevance of uneven economic development and colonial history'. 78 Further, there is a tendency to individualize such entitlements, so that the protection of more forceful collective dissent and action is lost.
In the Human Rights Committee, for example, the plea to protect a right to strike as a facet of freedom of association was rejected, 79 despite this having become a longstanding facet of ILO jurisprudence on freedom of association. Certainly, norms such as a right to secondary or solidarity action which could have been of a considerable use to workers seeking to negotiate terms and conditions globally, 80 never became a feature of an international human rights tradition. This is despite contemporary complications caused by various forms of migration, which create complex inter-related labour markets, 81 and ongoing attempts by trade unions to organise globally.
In regional human rights systems, both the European Court of Human Rights and the Inter-American Court of Human Rights gave priority to the individual right to disassociate over the positive entitlement to effective bargaining, which could achieve superior economic outcomes for workers. 83 This led to the dismantling of presumed trade union membership in the form of a 'closed shop' in the UK and other European states, even though this mechanism for protection of worker interests had been accepted as appropriate by ILO supervisory bodies. 84 In the period post the Cold War, ILO influence has further come under threat. The 1998 ILO Declaration of Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work seemed to many labour activists promising in that the instrument set out certain core labour standards, including 'freedom of association and the effective recognition of the right to collective bargaining' (Article 2(a), which were declared to apply to all ILO member states by virtue of their constitutional obligations regardless of ratification of particular ILO conventions. Further a Declaration of 2008 on Social Justice for a Fair Globalization (Article I(A)(iv)) reiterates the significance of these entitlements within a broader 'decent work' agenda, which includes 'social dialogue and tripartism'.
These initiatives belie significant pressure now placed on the ILO to reform its standard setting procedures and take on a less legalistic, development-oriented role.
85 This is reflected in Article II of the 2008 Declaration, which does not envisage action by ILO member states in furtherance of the Declaration's objectives, but rather that 'the Organization should review and adapt its institutional practices'. The employers' lobby has gained in strength within the ILO, such that it has recently challenged long-established principles protecting a right to strike as a facet of freedom of association. 86 This would seem to be because freedom of association has been designated by the ILO Canada have formed an alliance for coordination of action and mutual assistance. Similarly, the unions at BMW facilities in Germany, Brazil and the United States recently announced their intention to pursue contracts that expire simultaneously to prevent the automaker from shifting production during contract negotiations. as a 'core' labour standard, which as a result is profoundly influential in domestic litigation, trade relations and even the design of international corporate codes of conduct. 87 In so doing, the employers' lobby has prompted a constitutional crisis, challenging the relevance of supervisory bodies such as the ILO Committee of Experts on the Application of Conventions and the ILO Committee on Freedom of Association.
There has been a contraction of protection of workers' rights as human rights in the international sphere, which then has repercussions for domestic protection of such entitlements. When, in the context of the 2008 financial crisis, certain European states were called upon by the Troika (the International Monetary Fund, the European Central Bank and the European Commission) to 'reform' their labour law systems so as to remove national systems of bargaining and supplementary scope for solidarity action, the international human rights system provided no counterbalance for the protection and preservation of workers' domestic legal entitlements, even when rooted in the national constitutional texts and jurisprudence. 88 Economic objectives were allowed to prevail, just as the social effects of global trade in goods and services could not be countermanded by reliance on workers' rights at international law. 89 The inadequacy of this state of affairs has been identified by the current UN Special Rapporteur on the rights to freedom of peaceful assembly and of association, Miana Kiai, issued in September 2016. He has observed that: 'The majority of the world's workers, particularly those in vulnerable situations such as migrant, women and domestic workers, are disenfranchised of their rights to freedom… of association in the workplace'. He attributes that disenfranchisement to a number of factors, including 'the increasing power of large multinational corporations and the corresponding failure by States to effectively regulate and enforce norms and standards against those actors'. 90 In this respect, he also observes the ways in which conditions imposed by UN agencies, such as the IMF and World Bank, have been premised on 'limiting or denying workers' rights and benefits'. 91 Further, he notes that while the WTO permits preferential trade agreements which may include labour provisions including freedom of association, as a basis for fair trade competition, these are 'incapable of delivering sustainable improvements in the enabling environment for freedom of association for workers without binding enforcement mechanisms and a clear political commitment by the signatory States'. 92 The result is, as he observes, the growing disparities of wealth between workers and those for whom they work. His findings, however, remain only recommendatory.
Overall, it would seem that we are witnessing the 'thinning' of the freedom of association protections that had emerged in countries like Britain by 1950 and the hollowing out of the capacity to act collectively both nationally and transnationally. This paper concludes by considering the effects that this process has had on labour and on business.
BLENDING THE NATIONAL AND THE INTERNATIONAL -IMPLICATIONS FOR FREEDOM OF ASSOCIATION FOR LABOUR AND BUSINESS
There is certainly potential for the more concrete manifestation of freedom of association nationally, regionally and internationally. Doing so might enable workers to resist forms of globalisation and trade which threaten their access to jobs, their wages and working conditions. There could then be a multilevel inclusive process of dissensus in which new political and economic accommodations were probed and forged. Curiously, this is not now what academics, politicians or even workers are calling for. Indeed, many workers would seem to have been seduced by a different promise, namely that of 'America First' 93 and 'Make Britain Great Again', 94 that is, nationalism.
It is difficult to find a simple concrete definition of nationalism. Ernest Gellner, however, offered a nice summary which has proven to be influential: 'Nationalism is primarily a political principle, which holds that the political and the national unit should be congruent.' 95 In a context of industrialisation, nationalism offers a unifying process of cultural connection overcoming uneven economic effects.
96
Nationalism can be understood as a fiction, which within 'nations' enables political agitations against foreigners …'.
97 These are the 'others' (whether constructed ethically or linguistically or in some other way) against whom in times of crisis, whether political, economic or societal, we need to be defended. 98 In the UK there are now calls for 'British jobs for British workers'. 99 Surveys of those in England correlate being in favour of exit from the European Union (Brexit) with identification with being 'English', rather than 'British'. 100 This now manifested in Government policy aimed at 'controlling immigration'. 101 Despite empirical evidence that movement of EU citizens to the UK creates a net gain to the UK economy and that EU workers do not constitute a drain on social welfare, 102 it is said that immigrants cause concern 'about pressure on public services, like schools and our infrastructure, especially housing, as well as placing downward pressure on wages for people on the lowest incomes'.
103
Arguably the idea of international human rights (including freedom of association) could act as a corrective to the more exclusionary forms of nationalism; indeed, Hobsbawm would regard them as capable of taming nationalism altogether. 104 A 'supra-national restructuring of the globe' through European and international legal structures could offer scope for a complete change in perspective and, even, greater wisdom. 105 However, in the absence of operational national protection of freedom of association and the operation of international guarantees so as to correct market shocks, that corrective is currently absent. Indeed, the erosion of meaningful freedom of association at the international level, its implication for labour laws in the North, and workers' consequent frustration at their disempowerment, may be what is allowing contemporary forms of nationalism to flourish. Traditional trade unions (or even other alternative forms of collective worker engagement, such as the works councils which operate in Europe) 106 could not insulate workers from economic effects (loss of jobs and reduction of real pay) for workers in the North. It is interesting that it was the poorest, those earning less than £20,000 per annum tended to vote for Brexit, especially in areas such as the Midlands and the North where workers were struggling to 'adapt and prosper amid a post-industrial and global economy'. 107 As the 'bargain involving generous redistribution and insurance against economic shocks in exchange for support for global trade was struck after World War II in Western democracies' has been whittled away, it is those localities where there have been such trade shocks and populations feel unpredicted which have turned to anti-immigrant sentiment and voted for Brexit.
The more painful irony is that such nationalism is likely to strip away not only at the theoretical universalism of international human rights (however weak and minimalistic this may be), but even further reduce national-level inclusiveness of access to freedom of association envisaged by Marshall. It is becoming politically acceptable to marginalise those designated as 'outsiders' again, whether 'citizens' or not. This may have profound effects on workers' capacity to associate and exercise voice collectively in labour market and democratic institutions domestically, internationally and indeed transnationally.
When Theresa May says …. 'we are now the party of the workers' 109 it is evident that the Conservative government is not being inclusive of all workers, certainly not 'foreigners' or 'immigrants'. Nor do they seem to welcome engagement with voices from the trade union movement. Prime Minister May has now brought into force the Trade Union Act 2016, which imposes more draconian controls over the trade union movement than were previously contemplated under British law. 110 This, in turn has particular effects on business, so that it is not only workers who are now engaged in opposition and protest. Discriminatory laws and nationalism, which distances the UK from international human rights structures and forms of European governance (whether within the European Union or Council of Europe) limits the markets to which business has access and also the workers they can hire to ensure productivity, regarding manufacture of goods or delivery of services. 111 In the US, large multinationals have protested against Trump's travel ban aimed at those from some predominantly Muslim countries. 112 The British Confederation of British Industry (the CBI) is likewise voicing concerns regarding the effects of Brexit. 113 What seems evident is that the failure to keep a form of balance in industrial relations, which entails legal and social protections of freedom of association, can have palpable effects on workers which in a given democratic system of governance will have unintended consequences for business. Ideally, employers will now see the need to restore balance, both voluntarily through corporate governance mechanisms, but also legally through the remaining international legal structures operational on the global stage and restore their credibility. Without doing so, it seems probable that everyone will suffer.
